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A Word from our Honorary President

and Co-Founder

When the Maronite Patriarch Nasrallah Boutros Sfeir stepped down in February, 2011, the situation for
both the country and the Church were far from simple. Many approached the Patriarch asking, “Is this
really the best time to retire, Your Beatitude? Wait a bit until things calm down." Fully expecting this
question, he responded, “and you believe that things are going to get better?”
The Patriarch was speaking about Lebanon and he was right. Since this time, things haven’t gotten
better. Quite the opposite! For the near future, it appears that there are few reasons to be optimistic.
For the longer term? It’s a question of a hope.
This isn’t just the case for Lebanon. Taking a quick look around the world today, we cannot really
speak about success. With regard to certain technologies, we have been given opportunities to dream,
such as reaching the moon, but even there, those who manage to spoil the large-scale projects for
humanity push us towards “Star Wars,” that exist between poetry and crime. This vision of the present
and the future reminds me of the words of Jesus of Nazareth,“You will always have the poor among
you.” This is either our destiny or the outcome of our collective laziness.
All of this is true, but what is also true is that the poor have friends. Perhaps not all have friends, but a
number do and these friends are able to ease their suffering. These friends know that they will not be
able to meet the needs of all. Sometimes drugs will be too strong to overcome and it will seem that
those affected by drugs will outnumber those who receive care and love. It’s not because there will
always be people suffering among us that we should give up trying. On the contrary, helping to free
one person is an act of embracing all humanity, the humanity of those helping as well as those being
helped.
Behind the statistics and the completed and planned projects spoken of here, there are cries for help
that are heard and hands extended to reach out. And Oum el Nour continues. Thank you to all those
who support us, to those who have helped us reach this point, and who work to strengthen it day after
day. Numbers and stories tell of their efforts, of their travails, of their perseverance and of the
benediction that they represent for us.
Bishop Guy Paul Noujaim
February, 2020
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ABOUT US
Oum el Nour was founded in 1989 in the waning days of the
Lebanese Civil War as a group of socially-conscious young men
watched one friend succumb to an overdose and struggled to
support other friends in overcoming substance use disorder. With
the assistance of Bishop Guy Paul Noujaim and space offered by
the Convent of Saint Charbel in Annaya, a movement quickly grew
to help others seeking to overcome substance dependencies.
Oum el Nour was registered as a Lebanese non-profit,
non-governmental social organization (under decree 120/ad) in
1990 and became a pioneer in offering rehabilitation and
prevention services in Lebanon.
Beginning with inpatient rehabilitation services based on the
Therapeutic Community model, Oum el Nour has since expanded
to offer a comprehensive range of therapeutic services in multiple
centers.

MILESTONES
1989: Opening of Seheilé Inpatient Rehabilitation Center for men
1992: Opening of Fatka Inpatient Rehabilitation Center
for women
1994: Development of a Follow-Up Program to
support former substance users’ reintegration
2000: Creation of a Prevention Center to raise awareness and
empower children, youth, parents, and professionals in preventing
substance use
2012: Creation of Outpatient Treatment Center to support
substance users in regaining a healthier balance to their lives
before becoming dependent
2019: Oum el Nour Headquarters move to Antoura
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Our Philosophy
MISSION
Oum el Nour is committed to serving individuals through helping them overcome their dependency
in order to promote a healthier society characterized by sustainable growth. In addition to
rehabilitation, Oum el Nour is highly active in the prevention and social reintegration fields.

VISION
Oum el Nour aims at gradually decreasing the dependency rates in Lebanon and increasing
awareness regarding the various factors leading to such dependencies and behaviour. Thus, we
continuously endeavour to implement tested programs and develop new approaches to welcome,
guide, rehabilitate, and accompany substance users.

VALUES
INDEPENDENCE:
Oum el Nour is independent, non-sectarian and non-political.
NO DISCRIMINATION:
All human beings are equal. Our services are open to everyone with no discrimination relating to
gender, religion, nationality or personal viewpoints.
CONFIDENTIALITY:
Oum el Nour ensures complete confidentiality of its beneficiaries’ information.
TRANSPARENCY:
We ensure transparency of our activities and budget through activity and financial reports and yearly
audits.
RESPECT:
All beneficiaries and employees are treated with dignity and respect.
PROFESSIONALISM:
We all deserve the best. That is why Oum el Nour is committed to offering the best services. Through
follow-up, evaluation and training we constantly renew our services’ quality.
TEAMWORK:
Trust, loyalty, equality and solidarity unite Oum el Nour’s team toward a common goal: work to serve
vulnerable people.
WELCOME:
Our team is devoted and always available. Oum el Nour is a large family where everyone is welcomed
with kindness.
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Leadership

Board of Directors
BISHOP GUY PAUL NOUJAIM Honorary President & Co-Founder
Bishop in the Maronite Order and the founder of several NGOs, including Oum el Nour. He has
dedicated his life to serving the most vulnerable.
GABRIEL DEBBANÉ Co-founder and Chair
General Manager of the Debbané Group and graduate from HEC Montréal with a MBA. Committed to
serving many NGOs, he is a co-founder of Oum el Nour has been an active Board Member since its
founding.
TALAL AHMAR Board Member
Founder and General Manager at Squaremeters and graduate from Montreal University with a BA in
Computer Science. He has been a Board Member of Oum el Nour since 2015.
NAJWA BASSIL PIETON Board Member
Consultant in local development and graduate in Social Work and Local Development at USJ. She has
also served as a member of Jbeil municipality. She has been a Board Member since 2017.
ANTHONY BOU KATHER Board Member
CEO of A.N.Boukather - Automotive and a graduate from AUB with a BA in Computer Science and an
Executive MBA from INSEAD. He has been a Board Member since 2015.
CÉLINE DEBBANÉ Board Member
A graduate in Plastic Arts from ALBA University, she has been a Board Member of Oum el Nour since
2013 and has been an active member of the Public Relations Committee.
CHARLES NOUJAIM Board Member
Attorney at Law, BBA, he graduated in Law from La Sagesse University and previously assisted Oum el
Nour as a Legal Advisor, He has been a Board Member since 2017.
HANI ZGHEIB Board Member
Architect and graduate of USEK and Kyushu (Japan), he has executive experience on an
International level, managing a multi-national staff. He became a Board Member for the first time in
2010.
Management
FATHER TONI ABI AZAR, General Secretary
Father Toni graduated from Université la Sagesse with a degree in Religious Studies, which was
followed by several degrees in Social Work and a Master's from the Catholic University in Paris in
Economic and Social Sciences. Father Toni joined Oum el Nour in October, 2019.
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Our Work

Oum El Nour offers a comprehensive range of services to rehabilitate and reintegrate
substance users as well as an extensive substance use prevention program to raise
awareness about substance use issues with youth, parents, and the community.
All services are provided free of charge to beneficiaries with no discrimination regarding
gender, nationality, religion, etc.
Oum el Nour’s main objectives are:
1. Raise awareness on the psychological, health, and economic risks of substance use and
empower youth, families, and the community with the necessary skills to make healthier
decisions.
2. Diagnose, rehabilitate, and reintegrate substance users and persons with substance use
disorder to overcome their dependencies and live substance free lives; support parents and
families throughout the treatment period.
3. Build national capacity to combat substance use in Lebanon and coordinate with relevant
organizations on national, regional, and international levels.
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Prevention Department
The Prevention Department aims to empower individuals with knowledge, attitudes and
skills to make healthy choices and live life fully without drugs as well as build the capacity of
youth, families, professionals, and community members to act as partners in drug
prevention.
Our Prevention staff implement a variety of innovative programs and campaigns to meet the
needs of different audiences. In 2019, some of the highlights included:
commemorating International Day Against Drug Abuse and Illegal Trafficking via an
awareness campaign on social media, billboards, and TV
educational videos on positive parenting, viewed by over 20,000 via social media
Life Skills and Substance Use prevention sessions with refugee youth in collaboration with
the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
Substance Use Prevention sessions within Lebanese corporations

In 2019, the Prevention Department reached:
9,831 direct beneficiaries
32,000 indirect beneficiaries

Youth direct beneficiaries: 8,250

Parent direct beneficiaries: 639

Professional/Community direct beneficiaries: 942

Indirect Beneficiaries (Awareness campaigns, educational videos): 32,000
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In collaboration with Makhzoumi Foundation, Caritas,
Intersos, and Amel Association, Oum el Nour's Prevention staff
work with refugee youth to reinforce stress managment,
communication skills, problem solving and understanding the
risks of substance use.

Prevention programs are based on interactive
learning.

Awareness campaign image to promote positive
parenting
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Reception Center
The Reception Center is the entry point to Oum el Nour treatment services. The Reception
Center staff help substance users access treatment services in Lebanon and provide hotline
services to offer information and counseling. The Center also welcomes beneficiaries in
person to help them better understand their needs and to advance towards the best
treatment option.
The Center accompanies each individual in transferring to Oum el Nour treatment services
or treatment with other structures, according to their specific needs.
Hotline: +961 (0)9 223 700
In 2019, the Reception Center provided counseling for 440 beneficiaries

Most common issues:
Women: 63

Men: 377

Cannabis- 86%
Cocaine- 66%
Alcohol- 62%
Tramadol (opiod)- 49%
Amphetamines- 48%
Salvia- 47%
Freebase- 45%
Ecstasy- 28%
Gambling- 18%

74% of Reception
Center beneficiaries
were from low-income
households* (*essential
needs not met or barely
met).

Demand for information
and counseling has
steadily increased since
1993
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Inpatient Treatment Centers
Oum el Nour has two Inpatient Rehabilitation Centers, one for men in Seheilé (72bed capacity) and one for women in Fatka (35-bed capacity). Both centers share the
same aim to accompany substance users in overcoming their dependency and
reintegrating into society.
Inpatient treatment at Oum el Nour, which last 15 months, is based on the
Therapeutic Community model, which focuses on holistic support (psychological,
social, medical, educational, legal, etc.) through group and individual therapy and
activities, as well as psychological and social support for the family to increase
awareness about issues relating to substance use and reinforce healthy parenting
skills.
The program is divided into 5 stages, each stage lasting 3 months and concentrating
on specific objectives and the acquisition of specific skills: Resident, Companion,
Head of Unit, Supervision and Reintegration. During this last phase, a stronger focus
is placed on reintegration.

The Inpatient Center for Men at
Seheilé welcomed 73 residents in
2019

The Inpatient Center for Women
at Fatka welcomed 18 residents in
2019

Aged 18-34: 30
Aged 20-35: 16
Aged 25-40: 40
Aged 35+: 2
Aged 40+: 3
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Follow-Up Center
The Follow-Up Center helps recovered individuals who have completed the rehabilitation
program in Oum el Nour Inpatient Centers to maintain their sobriety and reintegrate into
society. The Center accompanies beneficiaries in avoiding relapse and in developing their
autonomy and personal potential. The Follow-Up programme lasts 18 months and consists of
a 24/7 hotline, psychiatric and psychological follow-up, group therapy, individual therapy
and follow up with the family.

In 2019, the Follow Up Center welcomed 34 new beneficiaries, who joined the 50
beneficiaries already in the Follow Up program.

The Follow Up Center worked with a total of
73 men in 2019.

The Follow Up Center worked with a total
of 11 women in 2019.
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Outpatient Treatment Center
The Outpatient Rehabilitation Center provides support to substance users who have not yet
reached a stage of dependency or who are unable to enter an inpatient treatment facility.
The Center’s objective is to help its beneficiaries achieve autonomous, substance free lives.
They accompany substance users toward: abstinence from all substances and avoiding
relapse; improving their psychological well-being and their family dynamics; and helping
them to be better integrated in their social environment.
The Center offers 4 to 9 months of therapy which is based mainly on group therapy, family
therapy and individual psycho-social support. After completing the program, beneficiaries
can benefit from a one-year follow up program within the Outpatient Rehabilitation Center.

In 2019, The Outpatient Center welcomed 36 beneficiaries.

29 men

7 women

85% University students

10% High-school students

5% Adult/Professional
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The Inpatient Treatment Centers for Women at Fatka (left) and Men at Seheilé (right)

Residents participate in the daily operations at the
Centers, including meal preparation (above)

Yoga is one technique used to build emotional
management skills (below)
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Outpatient Center beneficiaries (above) find support from Oum el Nour staff and also help one
another avoid substance use.

The Reception Center (below) offers individualized counseling and diagnosis for anyone in need.
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Oum el Nour and the October 17th
Revolution
Mass protests erupted spontaneously throughout Lebanon on October 17th, 2019 in reaction
to proposals to levy taxes on online communications, gasoline, and tobacco products. The
movement quickly grew as a means of expressing dissatisfaction with a larger array of issues
and, at the close of 2019, remains ongoing.
The impact of this movement has been political, economic, cultural, and emotional, touching
the everyday lives of Oum el Nour staff and beneficiaries and introducing an atmosphere of
uncertainty.
With several of Oum el Nour's centers located on the Beirut-Jounieh highway in Zouk
Mikhael, protests and road blockages have taken place directly below the windows of Oum el
Nour's Reception and Outpatient Centers.
The Outpatient Center closed for a few days since the majority of the beneficiaries joined in
the protests to demonstrate their support for change. The Outpatient Center team also
worked to help the beneficiaries process their feelings and provide extra support as they
continue their treatment to avoid substance use.
The Inpatient Treatment Centers learned to adapt on a day-to-day basis. Road blockages
complicated the usual routines of residents welcoming their families for a visit, residents in
the final stages of treatment spending scheduled time outside the center, and the supply
deliveries to maintain daily operations.
Despite the various disruptions triggered by this movement, Oum el Nour has not suspended
any of its services and is dedicated to continuing to offer counseling and treatment to all
those in need.
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OUR SUPPORTERS, PARTNERS, AND

STAFF

Project Partners
Lebanese Ministry of Public Health (MoPH):
The MoPH has been providing funding to support the costs of treatment for Lebanese
residents in the Inpatient Rehabilitation Centers since 1995.
Lebanese Ministry of Social Affairs (MoSA):
The MoSA has been a key supporting partner for Oum el Nour’s activities since 1994. The
Ministry covers a portion of the costs for:
primary Prevention activities
Outpatient treatment
activities at the Reception and Follow-Up Centers
the Prison program, providing counseling and awareness-raising for detainees and prison
employees
Parents' Program to support parents of residents in inpatient treatment

Oum el Nour maintains formal partnerships with several municipal authorities to support
substance use prevention and rehabilitation services:
Municipality of Beirut
Municipality of Hadat (where Oum el Nour maintains a small branch office)
Municipality of Zouk Mikael
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Project Partners
Cooperazione con i Territori del Mondo (CTM):
"Strenthening of Prevention, Rehabilitation, and Social and Economic Reintegration Services
for Addicts and Former Addicts in Lebanon"
This 3-year project, funded by the Italian Cooperation and implemented by CTM in
partnership with Oum el Nour, Conferenza Episcopale Italiana (CEI), and Associazone
Solidarieta E Svilippo (SEdE-CIA), is scheduled to be complete in June, 2020. The objectives
consist of 1) renovation projects in the Inpatient Centers at Seheilé and Fatka, 2) reinforcing
Prevention Center programming and 3) strengthening Oum el Nour staff continuing
education. In 2019, the fourth major goal of the project, the development of Social Farming,
was further developed.
Social Farming has both therapeutic and practical objectives and Oum el Nour is the first
NGO in Lebanon to practice Social Farming. Residents at Oum el Nour dedicate a portion of
their therapy time to growing vegetables and tending to chickens, geese and goats. This
contact with nature and connection to animals assists residents in developing emotional
management skills and building a new relationship with their environment. After several
months of implementation, social farming activities have succeeded in drastically reducing
costs for residents’ meals and offer the opportunity for generating an income to subsidize
treatment costs.
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Project Partners
Fondation d'Entreprise Air France and Société Générale de Banque au Liban:
"Drug Free North: Substance Use Prevention for Youth and Families"
This project, cofinanced by Fondation d'Entrerprise Air France and Société Générale de
Banque au Liban, is currently ongoing. The focus of this project is to help at-risk youth
and their families in the North of Lebanon, a region marked by higher levels of economic
stress, build skills to make healthier decisions and avoid risky behaviors.

Rotary Club Beirut Cedars:
"Aman- Create Golden Parents"
This innovative project, developed in partnership with LARAA (Lebanese Association for
Awareness & Rehabilitation from Technology Addiction), reached 20,000 parents in Beirut,
Metn, Jbeil, and Mount Lebanon with the goal of reinforcing healthy parenting skills and
providing tools for preventing substance use and cyberaddiction.
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Project Partners
Oum el Nour is very grateful for its network of loyal donors who support us in continuing our
mission to help those seeking to overcome their substance dependencies.
This network includes individuals and businesses who provide both cash and in-kind
donations in the form of food products, sanitary products, and small equipment that help
Oum el Nour maintain its services.
We are especially grateful to the donors participating in the Sponsorship Program, who have
volunteered to underwrite the annual treatment cost for one resident.

Anyone interested in becoming a partner and supporting Oum el Nour's mission can contact
the Fundraising department: fundraising@oumelnour.org
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National Partnerships and Advocacy
Oum el Nour is part of the following national networks and committees:
Lebanese Network of Therapeutic Communities, which also includes: Cénacle de la
Lumière, Nusroto al-Anashid, and Jeunesse Contre la Drogue
Drug Addiction Committee: We are the civil society representative in the Drug
Addiction Committee along with representatives from the Ministry of Public Health,
Ministry of Justice, Ministry of Social Affairs and Ministry of Interior, to promote
treatment alternatives for persons arrested on drug charges
The technical committee to develop and guide the implementation of the InterMinisterial Substance Use Response Strategy for Lebanon, 2016-2021 a process cocoordinated by the Council of Europe’s Pompidou Group.
Lebanon Humanitarian and Development NGOs Forum (LHDF): We are a member of
this network that aims to facilitate the improvement, rationalization, and
optimization of the response to humanitarian and development needs in Lebanon.

Talitha Koum: We are collaborating with this small NGO in Deir el Ahmar (Bekaa Valley),
to expand prevention and referral services in this underserved region.
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International Partnerships
Over the years, Oum el Nour has developed an international network of partners:
Oum el Nour France- established in 1993; participates in awareness-raising and
fundraising activities
contact: oumelnour.france@gmail.com
Drug Free Lebanon- established in 2007; participates in awareness-raising, fundraising,
and scientific collaboration activities
contact: infodrugfreelebanon@gmail.com; www.drugfreelebanon.org
Oum el Nour Liberia- established in 2015, this sister organization offers substance use
prevention programs and inpatient and outpatient substance use rehabilitation treatment
contact: infolib@oumelnour.org; www.oumelnour.org/liberia

Oum el Nour also serves as one of the NGOs to assist the United Nations Department of
Global Communications in supporting the Sustainable Development Goals and disseminating
information on the UN’s role in defending human rights and promoting peace and security.
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Oum el Nour Staff

Team-building Day at Antoura: October 10,
2019
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FINANCIAL OVERVIEW

Grants

Events & Product Sales
In-Kind Donations

Sponsorship Program
3.8%
3.8%

4.6%

6.4%

Revenues:
$2,449,751

Government
Contributions

46.8%

Donations
34.6%

Regional/International Partnerships
Outpatient Center 4.2% 4.1%
Follow Up Center
4.3%
Prevention Program
5.2%

Administration
36.9%

Reception Center
6.5%

Expenditures:
$2,593,862
Fatka Center
12.4%

Seheilé Center
26.4%
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Reception:
St. Elie Building
Zouk Mikhael Highway
Zouk Mikael
Lebanon
+961 09 223 700 (hotline)
+961 09 219 042
accueil@oumelnour.org

Administration:
Oum el Nour Building
St. Joseph Street
Antoura, Keserwan
Lebanon
+961 9 239 283
www.oumelnour.org
oumelnour@oumelnour.org

